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Abstract: The paper proposes a current mode Digital to Analog Converter (DAC) which is implemented with
segmented architecture. The DAC is designed to achieve low power dissipation, high speed and 8 bit
resolution. The DAC uses current switching to improve the speed. The design takes the advantage of
Thermometer code DACs to achieve monotonicity and reduce glitch energy. The digital input is parted into two
segments: the MSB segment and the LSB segment. The DAC uses the Thermometer code DAC for the MSB
segment of 3 bits and R2R Ladder DAC for the LSB segment of the remaining 5 bits. The R2R Ladder DAC is
composed of an R2R Ladder network that performs as a current divider. The Thermometer coded DAC is
composed of a binary to thermometer decoder with 2  current sources of each connected with a switchN

controlled by the corresponding bit of the thermometer code. The analog outputs of these sub DACs are
summed to give the total analog output of the segmented 8 bit DAC. The DAC is operated with ± 2.5V power
supply. The proposed DAC achieves low differential nonlinearity (DNL) < ±0.5LSB, low integral nonlinearity
(INL) < ±0.5LSB, conversion rate of 20M samples/sec and low glitch energy. The DAC is implemented on
Tanner tool with 2µ process.
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INTRODUCTION DAC. The segmented ladder design, departing from the

Signal Processing plays a significant role in various high resolution converters, provides inherent
fields. In many systems signal processing is always monotonicity and differential non linearity (DNL). [4].
carried over by a digital signal processor or digital filter Apart from the conventional Binary input code; DACs
because of many inherent superior characteristics of can  be   designed   for   different   digital  input  codes.
digital circuits over their analog counterparts. Therefore One such code is a thermometer code. Thermometer code
the ADCs and DACs are demanded to be the interfaces DACs are characterized with low DNL errors, guaranteed
between the analog signals in the real world and the monotonicity , reduced glitch area and increased
digital signals processed in the digital core. The CMOS complexity [5]. Binary coded DACs can be implemented
process is normally used for mixed analog and digital with weighted resistors or R-2R ladder networks. R-2R
system integration, owing to the advantage of high ladder DACs are characterized with improved matching
density integration. One of  the issues accompanying properties and better accuracy. Binary scaled DACs in
high density integration is the power dissipation [1, 2]. general require tight device matching to achieve
Current mode circuits not only enhance the speed [3] but monotonicity and they exhibit large glitch impulses [3].
also have the potential capabilities of wide band and wide These problems can  be  solved  with thermom code and
dynamic signal processing under the low supply voltage segmentation. Thermometer DACs do not increase the
[1]. Current mode DACs and ADCs are  therefore  the analog circuitry compared to binary weighted DACs and
most crucial components in mixed analog and digital also have minimized glitches. They have reduced
ASICS. This  paper  aims  at  a  low  power,  high  speed mismatch effects and a guaranteed monotonicity.

traditional R-2R approach used in virtually all high-speed,
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Fig. 1: Block Diagram of Segmented DAC

Fig. 2: Decoding of the 8 bit Binary input

However binary to thermometer code conversion drive a N=2  unit segmented array, while the remaining
requires large area and power dissipation for high n bits are directly applied to an n-bit binary array. For the
resolution. Therefore Binary weighted DACs and proposed 8-bit segmented DAC; the 8-bit code is
thermometer code DACs have their own advantages and segmented into K=3 MSBS which are converted to
disadvantages and a trade off is required in area and thermometer code and n=5 LSBS which are directly
component ratios. The trade off can be achieved by applied to a 5 bit R-2R ladder which is used as the binary
segmentation. This paper proposes a low power high array. Fig.1 shows the basic block diagram of the DAC [7].
speed segmented 8-bit DAC. The segmented DAC is The 8-bit digital input is latched into an 8-bit master
implemented in current mode as current can be switched latch and the K=3 MSBS are applied to thermometer
in and out of a circuit faster than voltage [6]. decoder which produces  an N bit thermometer code

DAC Architecture: In fully segmented DAC , N=2 the 5 LSBS of the digital code are once again latched intom-1

nominally identical nominally identical current sources are a 12-bit slave latch as shown in Fig3.
controlled by a thermometer code, where m=number of The thermometer code output which is latched into
bits. For K 8, the number of devices in the array becomes the 12 bit latch drives segmented array of N= 2 -1=7 equal
quite large, leading to a high capacitance at the output current sources I  to I  each connected through a two way
mode. Also the binary thermometer decoding logic analog switch controlled by the corresponding bit of the
occupies a large area and requires substantial power thermometer code [7] as shown in fig.3.
dissipation. Even though thermometer decoding The 5 LSBS of digital input code latched into 12 bit
architectures have been used  for  resolutions as high as latch are then applied to a 5 bit R-2R Inverted ladder
10 bits to minimize the glitch impulse, it is often more network which  acts  as  binary array as shown in fig.3.
efficient to partition the DAC into a thermometer coded The Inverted ladder network uses a current source I  same
sub-DAC and a binary weighted sub-DAC whose outputs as the current sources I  to I  which are controlled by the
can  simply  be  added  to obtain the total analog output. thermometer code. The output  of the segmented array
In other words, for a resolution of m=K+n, the K most and the binary array are added to give the total analog
significant bits are converted to thermometer code to output of the 8-bit segmented DAC.

K-1

where N=2 -1=7. the 7-bit thermometer D  toD  along withK
0 6

K
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Fig. 3: Segmented and Binary arrays

Fig. 4: Schematic of 1bit D Latch

Fig. 5: Thermometer Decoder

D-Latches: The 8 bit Master and the 12 bit Slave Latches
are implemented with transmission gates. Fig 4. shows the
schematic of a single bit D Latch. It consists of a basic
two inverter loop and two CMOS transmission gate (TG)
switches. The TG at the input is activated by the CLK
signal, where as the TG  in  the inverter loop is activated
by the inverse of the CLK signal CLK . The input signal,
D is latched into the circuit when the clock is high and
this information is preserved as the state of the inverter
loop when the clock is low. In the D-Latch design the
requirements for setup time and hold time should be met
carefully. Violation of such specifications can cause meta
stability problems which lead to seemingly chaotic
behavior  and can result in an unpredictable  state  after
the transition period [8].

Table 1: Thermometer Decoder truth table

Thermometer  Decoder:  The  truth table of a 3 bit Binary
to  Thermometer  code  converter is  shown  in  Table 1.
The Thermometer  Decoder  is implemented by using a
row decoder and a column decoder. A simple thermometer
decoder is realized by connecting a 3 ? 8 row decoder and
a 8 ? 7 NOR based array (column decoder) as shown in
fig.5.

Design of the Segmented DAC:  Therefore, in the parallel
leg the  NMOS  resistance R connects in series with the
on-resistance of analog switch. The on resistance of the
analog switch is selected equal to the R value. Therefore
the parallel leg resistance is equal to R R  2R and theon

switch on resistance R R .on
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Fig. 6: The schematic of the analog switch.

Fig. 7: Schematic of segmented DAC

Fig. 8: Output waveforms of DAC

Fig. 9: Lay out of Segmented DAC
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Simulation Result: The DAC is divided into thermometer 3. Tan, G.H.,  B.S.  surpajo,  R. Wagiran and  R.  Sidek,
decoder, 8 bit and 12 bit latches, segmented and binary The Design of 8-bit CMOS DAC,  IEEE transactions,
arrays (R-2R ladder network). Each module is simulated by 0-7803-6430-9100.
using Tanner Tool Pro with 2.0µm process. The modules 4. John  A.  Cchoff, 1979. An  Inherently  Monotonic
are implemented in transistor level by using S-Edit and are 12-bit DAC-IEEE  Journal  of  Solid  State circuits,
simulated by using T-Spice [9-11]. All the modules are SC-14(6). “Design of 
combined to form the total DAC. The transistor schematic 5. Chuen-Yau   Chen, Chi-Jung Cheng   and   Chien,
is converted  into  Lay out by using S-Edit. The lay out Cheng Yu-Current Mode   DAC in  Hybrid
and transistor level simulation results of the DAC are Architecture”-IEEE   transaction 0-7803-8935-2/05.
compared by using LVS. The output waveforms of the 6. Vijayaragavan, S.P.,  B. Karthik, T.V.U. Kiran Kumar
simulated modules and Lay out of the DAC are shown in and M. Sundar Raj, 2013. Analysis of Chaotic DC-DC
Fig8 and Fig9 respectively. Converter Using Wavelet Transform, Middle-East

CONCLUSION 16(12): 1813-1819.

This paper proposed a  current mode Segmented and M. Sundar Raj, 2013. Robotic Surveillance For
DAC which blends the concepts of thermometer code Patient Care In Hospitals, Middle-East Journal of
DAC and R-2R ladder DAC. The 8 bit CMOS current mode ScientificResearch, ISSN:1990-9233, 6(12): 1820-1824.
DAC has been designed and simulated. T-Spice 8. Vijayaragavan,    S.P.,    T.V.U.   Kiran   Kumar   and
Simulation  is  executed  in  order  to  verify  the M.  Sundar  Raj,  2013.  Study  of  effect of MAI and
specifications of the proposed DAC.From the results, the its reduction in an OCDMA system, Middle-East
specification time of the DAC is 50ns and the Differential Journal of Scientific Research, ISSN: 1990-9233,
Nonlinearity (DNL) is < ±0.5 LSB and accuracy is ± 0.1 16(12): 1807-1812.
LSB. The power consumed is 4.875e-002 watts. 9. Srinivasan, V. and T. Saravanan, 2013. Analysis of
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